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Executive summary

Over the last 18 months major evolutions took place in the blockchain and digital asset space.

Regulations in key financial centers have evolved to recognise distributed ledgers as valid ledgers to book securities1,
central banks are working on digital currencies with the digital Yuan expected to launch during the Beijing Olympics,
Facebook announced a deca-billion plan to build the Metaverse, non fungible tokens �NFTs) have surged in popularity2, and
blockchain protocols keep evolving to offer faster transactions processing, notably with Ethereum layer 2 protocols.

All of these facts point toward the same direction: scalability. Without scalability, attracting users and Main Street
investments is difficult. Without scalability, emergence of killer apps is impossible. These problems are very similar to the
ones observed 25 years ago in the —then emerging— mobile telecommunications industry: for the readers who remember,
telecom networks bandwidth only allowed for SMS transfers and basic ringtones apps at the time. The emergence of 2G
�CDMA�, UMTS �CDMA 2000�, and then 3G allowed large players, beyond telecom operators, such as Apple, Microsoft,
Google to build the killer apps end users needed. What happened afterwards is history.

Taurus product and R&D teams decided to team up and publish a series of market reports related to scalability issues, which
we believe are going to be the blockchain star wars of the next few years. We have decided to structure this topic in several
parts.

Part I, the report you read, focuses on Ethereum’s existing layer 2 solutions which represent a sort of short term solution to
current scalability and transaction costs issues, pending longer term improvements with Ethereum 2. Section 1 introduces
Ethereum’s scalability challenge; Section 2 describes the main classes of L2 scaling solutions, with a focus on ZK rollups and
Optimistic rollups; Section 3 presents a selection of major L2 scaling platforms addressing different use cases �Arbitrum,
Aztec, dYdX, Immutable X, Optimism, and zkSync).

Part II and beyond will focus on other blockchains.

Enjoy the read,
Taurus

2 See https://www.taurushq.com/insights/20220114_Taurus_NFT_Paper?lang=en for further reading.

1 For example Germany, Luxembourg, Switzerland.
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Foreword by Ariel Gabizon

The essential advantage of blockchains is eliminating the need for trusting other parties.

The price we pay for this in traditional blockchains such as bitcoin, is that all transaction data needs to be on chain, verified
and seen by everybody. This implies both a lack of user privacy, and expensive transactions.

These issues motivate the question - can we trustlessly validate a set of transactions without seeing the transaction details.
This question turns out to be exactly the one researched in a subfield of cryptography invented a few decades ago called
zero-knowledge proofs. Several scalability and privacy solutions on Ethereum employ this tool.

Zero-knowledge proofs are mathematically complex, and in fact only began to be efficient enough for reasonable use in the
last decade!

This complexity motivated, in parallel to the zk-based solutions, a more "court-like" rather than mathematical approach to
verifying transactions. Solutions in this vein are typically called "optimistic rollups". In an optimistic rollup, one may
"challenge" the data that was put on the blockchain, and correct it if the challenge is successful. The game theoretic
assumption is that almost always parties will post authentic information, as they know they will be challenged otherwise,
thus, the expensive challenge process will happen rarely.

In this report, you will find details of a variety of such scalability and privacy solutions on Ethereum using these two basic
approaches.

Ariel Gabizon, Aztec Chief Scientist
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I. Ethereum’s scalability challenge

As of January 2022, Ethereum remains the platform of choice for decentralized applications. The alleged “Ethereum killers”
are still behind Ethereum in terms of maturity, tooling, development community, and trust. But Ethereum needs to evolve to
keep up with the evolving digital economy, which can be lazily defined as “DeFi and NFTs”.

The Ethereum network can process approximately 15 transactions per second (tps) —be it transfers of ETH, ERC�20 tokens,
and NFTs, or smart contract operations such as those powering DeFi exchanges. The bottleneck behind the 15 tps
throughput bound is the processing power of an Ethereum node, which has to recompute each transaction on its Ethereum
virtual machine �EVM�. That limitation has led to network congestion —delaying the processing of transactions— and to
ridiculously high transaction fees, because paying a higher fee for your transaction increases the chance that it will be
rapidly processed. This situation is not sustainable. Ethereum needs to scale, that is, to be able to process more
transactions without increasing transaction costs (actually decreasing them) nor decreasing security.

You may have heard of “Ethereum 2.0”, the promise of a new Ethereum version with proof-of-stake �PoS� consensus and a
higher tps rate. We don’t believe there will be such a thing as a monolithic Ethereum 2.0. Instead, Ethereum will integrate a
series of upgrades that will ultimately shape the future Ethereum. Will these updates solve the scalability problem? Yes, but
no.

The future Ethereum design will be the same for all applications, hence it must be generic and flexible, rather than be
optimized for a given use case. This foundational architecture is what we call Layer 1 �L1�, as an analogy with the
established layered view of an operating system (where layers are 1� the hardware, 2� the CPU scheduling, etc. up to user
applications). But there are inherent limitations to what a Layer 1 blockchain architecture can do, as famously immortalized
by Buterin’s blockchain trilemma, depicted below:

The blockchain trilemma states the impossibility to achieve all three desired properties through layer
1 only. Layer-2 protocols, and more generally modular chains, aim to provide all three properties by
offloading work to subcomponents and sidechains, which anchor themselves to the main chain.

Skipping technical explanations —including those about the actual meaning of the trilemma— the upshot is that
general-purpose L1 design changes to Ethereum will not suffice to cope with the multitude of needs in terms of
performance, security (including privacy), and decentralization. Ethereum needs the help of other chains working in parallel
to the layer 1 backbone to run computations, and anchoring their state to that of Ethereum to benefit from its security. This
second level of blockchains is what we call Layer 2 �L2� solutions, and what many believe is the future of Ethereum and of
blockchains at large. Even Buterin, who is often right, stated in January 2022 that he believes the future will be multi-chain3.

3 https://old.reddit.com/r/ethereum/comments/rwojtk/ama_we_are_the_efs_research_team_pt_7_07_january/hrngyk8/
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II. L2 protocols review
This section gives an overview of L2 protocols on Ethereum with a focus on rollups, and in particular ZK rollups.

II.1. How do L2 protocols work: General principles

The L2 protocols used to scale Ethereum aim to:

● Boost Transaction throughput,  as the number of transactions per unit of time; from 15�40 per second to thousands
(see section III. below).

● Improve, or at least not degrade too much, transaction speed, which is closely related to finality time.
● Dramatically reduce gas fees4' cost.

This cost-efficiency comes from reducing the burden of L1 validators, and offloading part of the “work”, namely:

● Computation, to run the contracts’ code to determine the new state. Without L2 protocols, many Ethereum nodes
have to “recompute” the same operation on the EVM.

● Storing the data required to verify the new state from the previous one, namely the contract’s code (when a new
contract is deployed), the calls to the contract, and the input values.

Simply put, L2 scaling protocols work like this: the L2 network will run the computation of the new state, and directly send
this new state to the L1 network, along with a description (the “rollup”) of the computation performed. This way, the L1
nodes do not have to compute the smart contract operations themselves, they get the result for free, saving CPU time and
thus allowing for more transactions to be included in a given Ethereum block.

Example: token transfers �ERC�20, NFTs)

Imagine you need to make 100 independent token transfers, of various tokens from and to different addresses:
● With pure L1 execution, you need 100 transactions, and each of the 100 would need to be verified by L1 nodes.
● With ZK rollups, the 100 transactions can be "rolled up" into a single one that only requires the verification of 1

SNARK proof (see definition below). This "compression" is possible notably thanks to a Merkle tree, or hash tree,
whereby multiple transactions appear as leaves and only the root is recorded on the blockchain, as shown below:

Merkle tree: the root is computed from the leaves by hashing elements pairwise.

Note that while transferring tokens within the same L2 platform is efficient, cross-protocols transfers can be much more
complex (and slow).

4 See https://l2fees.info/ for examples of L2 gas fees.
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To further optimize storage, L2 protocols use tricks to “compress” the transactions and aggregate bundles of transactions
together. The computation carried out by the L2 network can be either an arbitrary one (via a VM compatible with the EVM;
that is, computing the same output given the same code), or can be optimized for specific operations, typically payments.

“So this is how ZK rollups work?” Right, “rollup” stands for the way transactions are “compressed” into a compact bundle.
Princeton CS professor Ed Felten shared a great summary of rollups5:

"Rollup is a general approach to scaling open contracts, that is, contracts that everyone can see and interact with. In rollup,
calls to the contract and their arguments are written on-chain as calldata, but the actual computation and storage of the
contract are done off-chain. Somebody posts on-chain an assertion about what the contract will do — a list of actions
taken by the contract, such as payments made, and a cryptographic hash of its state after the contract has executed the
calls that have already been posted on-chain. We can think of the assertion as ‘rolling up’ all of the calls and their results
into a single on-chain transaction."

Note however that
● Rollups come in two main flavors: Optimistic and ZK.
● Not all L2 scaling techniques are rollups.

As the table below shows, Validia6 and Plasma are scaling techniques that move the data off-chain. These require an
additional data availability layer, and come with their own challenges, as we’ll see in the rest of this section.

NIZK (zero-knowledge proof) Fraud proof

Data on-chain ZK rollup Optimistic rollup

Data off-chain Validium Plasma

Adapted from Buterin's https://twitter.com/VitalikButerin/status/1479501366192132099

II.2. Zero-knowledge proof systems introduction

This section serves as a preliminary introduction to zero-knowledge systems and shall be useful to understand ZK rollups.
The “ZK” in ZK rollup stands for Zero-Knowledge, which refers to the key cryptographic ingredient: succinct non-interactive
arguments �SNARGs). These allow a party to verify that the result of a program is correct, without having to recompute said
program, thus with much computation. In particular, SNARGs with the zero-knowledge property (zk-SNARGs) can be used
to convince a party that you know the solution to some complex equation, yet without revealing the solution. Of course, to
be useful and secure, SNARGs must prevent any malicious party from creating a proof of something they have not done or
don’t know (this is the soundness property).

Researchers made major progress in the last few years to create SNARGs that are fast and compact enough to be deployed
at scale, and to support arbitrary programs (as opposed to application-specific ones, as deployed in privacy-oriented coins
such as Zcash, a pioneer in this space). There are two main families of SNARGs, namely SNARKs and STARKs:

● SNARKs, or SNARGs of knowledge, are more compact (being usually of constant size), and faster to verify, while
STARKs’ size slightly grows with the program’s size;

● STARKs, or scalable transparent arguments of knowledge, tend to be faster to generate, and are post-quantum
safe, unlike most of the deployed SNARKs.

6 “Validia” is the plural of “validium”.
5 https://medium.com/offchainlabs/whats-up-with-rollup-db8cd93b314e.
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When bearing the zero-knowledge property, these are respectively called zk-SNARKs and zk-STARKs; these zk- versions are
necessary to hide the value of arguments (as in the Aztec L2 private payment system7), and potentially the program itself.

To learn about the internals of SNARKs (and STARKs), we recommend Nitulescu's survey zk-SNARKs: A Gentle
Introduction8.
NIZK proofs. For a non-technical overview of the state of the art, as of 2020,  we recommend StarkWare's article The
Cambrian Explosion of Crypto Proofs9.

The magic of zero-knowledge proofs

How can you verify a computation without recomputing it? The intuition leading to zk-SNARKs is the following:

1. First, cryptographers and complexity theorists devised 2-party protocols between a prover and a verifier, where
the prover wants to convince the verifier they know the solution to a problem (as an equation) without revealing it.

2. Such protocols typically involve the verifier asking the prover random queries (or questions) about the relation
between the problem and its solution.

3. From such 2-party protocols, it is possible to create a non-interactive zero-knowledge �NIZK� proof that is
directly generated by the prover, and later verified by any party. This is done by simulating the random queries of
the verifier in a way that the prover cannot predict their value: for example, this could be done by associating a
counter 1, 2, 3, etc. to each proof, and deriving queries using a deterministic random bit generator �DRBG�. This
trick is known as the Fiat–Shamir transform.

II.3. ZK rollups and Optimistic rollups

As mentioned, there are two main rollup mechanisms, ZK rollups �ZKRs) and Optimistic rollups (ORs), which we describe
below. Selecting which one suits a project depends on several factors. The table below describes the main differences
between ZKRs and ORs. Note that each platform has its own version of ZK or Optimistic rollups, with unique protocols and
design trade-offs and hence platform-specific dimensions need to be added. We thus focus on what all ZK (respectively
Optimistic) rollups have in common, but some statements' accuracy may depend on the implementation.

ZK rollups Optimistic rollups

Key principle A cryptographic proof serves as
"validation proof" on the L1 chain, and can
be instantaneously verified by any single
node.

A description of the transactions is posted
on-chain, but at least one L2 network node must
verify independently its correctness, and
otherwise submit a "fraud proof".

Finality (tx confirmation) ➕➕➕ ➕

Security ➕➕ ➕

Smart contract support ➕ ➕➕➕

Examples platforms dYdX, Loopring, ZKSwap, zkSync Arbitrum, Optimism, Metis, Boba, Layer2.finance,
Habitat, Fuel

Overview of ZK rollups and Optimistic rollups.

9 https://medium.com/starkware/the-cambrian-explosion-of-crypto-proofs-7ac080ac9aed.
8 https://www.di.ens.fr/~nitulesc/files/Survey-SNARKs.pdf.
7 https://zk.money.
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ZK rollups

To "merge" multiple L2 transactions into a single L1 transaction, ZKRs use SNARKs or STARKs to create a so-called
validation proof, which aggregates multiple transactions, notably by using Merkle trees. The associated data (transactions
arguments, contracts and functions called, new state values) is stored on the L1 chain, but the computation has only been
performed at the L2 level, thus the L1 nodes do not need to recompute each transaction. Instead, L1 nodes just need to
verify one cryptographic proof, done on-chain with an L1 contract.

A common misunderstanding is that ZK rollups systematically offer zero-knowledge of the transaction, and thus hide the
function calls and arguments. They usually do not, but only provide "witness compression", or a shorter "encoding" of the
transaction's correctness, as a map between the previous state and the new state. Yet L2 solutions, such as Aztec's, do
provide zero-knowledge transactions (or "private" transactions).

The figure below summarizes what happens between L1 and L2�

Visual summary of how ZK rollups generally work to provide zero-knowledge (private) transactions: proofs are
created by the clients and aggregated by the L2 network into a compact proof representing all the transactions
processed. This proof, as well as associated transaction data, is stored on the main Ethereum �L1� chain.

Optimistic rollups

Optimistic rollups (ORs) follow the security adage "trust, but verify": whereas ZKRs submit a cryptographic proof that the
new state corresponds to the correct execution of transactions, ORs just submit a compact description of the operations
carried out (function calls, input values). It might sound insecure, but ORs' security is based on a clever mechanism to
disincentivize malicious, invalid transactions. The workflow is the following, and managed by an L1 contract:

1. The issuer of an OR-based transaction locks some funds that, if the transaction is invalid, will be confiscated. This
is called a fidelity bond, and should be at least as high as the potential profit from a fraud—which may be
non-trivial to quantify, and thus exploited by attackers.

2. If an observer notices an invalid transaction, they can submit a fraud proof which is an on-chain claim that a
transaction was invalid. The actual proof is the computation of the transaction, and comparison of the new state
with the one claimed by the issuer. If the transaction is indeed invalid, the verifier who submitted the fraud proof
gets the funds from the fidelity bond (and the transaction, as well as any subsequent ones, is cancelled).
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A party that would post an incorrect rollup block would thus be detected and punished. You can see ORs’  verification
process as delegated verification, while ZKRs’ verification is done by L1 nodes as part of the transaction.

ZKRs vs. ORs: Security

ZK rollups are in principle more secure than ORs, as they can be fully verified by the L1 nodes, and do not rely on an
additional protocol, unlike ORs, which uses fraud proofs and a dispute resolution protocol. These mechanisms may prove
faulty, buggy, or incomplete altogether. For example, at the time of writing, Optimism falls short of a satisfying fraud proof
system, as shown below:

L2BEAT's risk summary about the OR-based platform Optimism (https://l2beat.com/projects/optimism/).

That said, ZK rollups' cryptographic proofs can be their Achilles heel, due to the complexity of their logic and code. Security
researchers have little experience and tooling to find subtle bugs in zk-SNARGs, and subtle flaws can jeopardize the proof's
security10. Also, ZKR platforms remain susceptible to attacks plaguing various L2 platforms, as shown below:

L2BEAT's risk summary about the ZKR-based platform dYdX �https://l2beat.com/projects/dydx/).

10 See for example https://tornado-cash.medium.com/tornado-cash-got-hacked-by-us-b1e012a3c9a8, and
https://medium.com/aztec-protocol/vulnerabilities-found-in-aztec-2�0�9b80c8bf416c.
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ZKRs vs. ORs: Performance and usability

ZKRs use less L1 storage than ORs, thus leading to lower gas usage and a higher throughput. Compared to ORs, ZKRs
reduce withdrawal times from 1�2 weeks to a few minutes, and offer immediate confirmation that transactions are valid and
immutable. That delay may be a severe issue, depending on the application; for example, if you need to take your NFTs out
of the L2 system rapidly. ZKRs also make L1 bridges simpler and more efficient than ORs.

When doing withdrawals, make sure to read the fine print (example of Optimism, for which external fast
withdrawal solutions are available, such as https://hop.exchange/).

However, ZKRs do not support general computation as easily as ORs, which can directly work with any smart contract,
thanks to adapted versions of the EVM that only need littles changes (these are sometimes called OVMs, for optimistic
VMs). Creating VMs for ZK rollup is much harder.  Indeed, VMs need to "compile" the logic of a smart contract into complex
zk-SNARKs or zk-STARKs, which is computationally expensive: creating the circuit of a given program (that is, the
mathematical representation needed to compute validation proofs) is between 100 and 10,000 times slower than executing
the "vanilla" version of the program. But circuit generation needs to only be done once for a given program type.

For a detailed and thorough comparison of ORs and ZKRs, we refer to the post Optimistic Rollups: the present and future of
Ethereum scaling11 by Offchain Labs (the team behind Arbitrum), who argues in favor of ORs for their use cases.

11 https://medium.com/offchainlabs/optimistic-rollups-the-present-and-future-of-ethereum-scaling-60fb9067ae87.
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II.4. Validia and Plasma

Validia and plasma protocols bear a lot of similarities with ZK rollups and Optimistic rollups, respectively, with the exception
that they store data off-chain (that is, on L2 systems rather than L1� whereas rollups store data on the L1 chain. By reducing
the L1 usage, this further increases throughput and reduces gas usage. Again, validia and plasma are classes of protocols,
rather than protocols themselves, and vary a lot across implementations.

The main challenge of validia and plasma is data availability: since data is not stored on the L1 chain, yet needs to be
accessible for verification and for further transactions, how and where to reliably and securely store such data? This is
typically addressed by data availability committees, an additional type of protocol that aims to make data available in a
"trustless" and decentralized manner. This however requires additional trust assumptions, and creates new attack vectors,
such as "data withholding attacks". For example, operators of a validium or plasma could freeze and seize users' funds12.

The most popular validium-based platforms are (in this order) Immutable X, DeversiFi, and Sorare, while the main
plasma-based platform is Gluon.

II.5. L2 protocols' security and reliability

Being complex protocols involving a lot of code, a variety of risks plague L2 protocols at various levels, ranging from the
acceptable risk to more alarming cases, depending on the protocol and use case.

All projects' software stacks, including VMs and contracts, inevitably include countless bugs of various risk levels, from pure
software bugs to logic bugs. In that respect, the SNARG-based protocols �ZK rollups and validia) use complex,
security-critical cryptographic logic that, if defectuous, could allow for invalid transactions to be accepted. However,
non-SNARG-based protocols �Optimistic rollups and plasma) also include a lot of code for security-critical logic when it
comes to transaction verification.

L2 protocols can suffer from insufficient decentralization and single points of failure. Such a problem typically concerns
sequencers, the nodes that "connect" the L2 logic to the L1 chain, by creating L2 blocks, and submitting L1 transactions,
among other duties. For example, as documented by Optimism Docs13: “Currently, Optimism runs the sole sequencer on
Optimism. As discussed above, this does not mean that Optimism can censor user transactions. However, it is still
desirable to decentralize the sequencer over time, eliminating Optimism's role entirely.”

Other critical components that often centralize availability risk are bridges, the services that ensure proper conversion
between the L2 and L1 versions of a same asset, such as WETH (wrapped ETH� and ETH.

Other risks, well documented by L2BEAT's "Risks" section14, are the consequences of failures of sequencers or validators,
as well as the possibility of modifying the protocol's behavior by pushing an update of its code without notice. Also, as
previously mentioned, validia and plasma are subject to data availability risks.

14 https://l2beat.com/?view=risk.
13 https://community.optimism.io/docs/protocol/sequencing.html.
12 https://twitter.com/drakefjustin/status/1269309163995303936.
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III. Selected L2 platforms
L2 protocols for Ethereum are not developed by Ethereum, but by separate organizations that focus on different use cases,
use different techniques, and that ultimately compete for  market share. We have decided to review six L2 platforms,
representing together ca. 80% of the market: Arbitrum, Aztec, dYdX, Immutable X, Optimism, and zkSync. We picked this
group of platforms for the variety of technology and use cases it represents. Other platforms are listed on the
aforementioned L2BEAT, a reference source of information on Ethereum L2 scaling technologies. CoinMarketCap’s Scaling
category15 also includes raw data on tokens associated with scaling technologies (not limited to Ethereum).

The table below provides general information about the six platforms reviewed, and the subsequent sections provide details.

Platform L2 protocol Max TPS
estimate

Focus Market
share

TVL Go-live mainnet
(alpha)

Arbitrum
arbitrum.io

Optimistic rollup 40,000 Arbitrary dApps
(incl. DEXes, swaps, etc.)

53% $3.3B Aug 2021

Aztec
aztec.network

ZK rollup
�PLONK & variants)

300 Private payments 0.13% $8M Mar 2021

dYdX
dydx.exchange

ZK rollup
�STARK by StarkEx)

? DEX with derivatives and
perpetual contracts

15% $930M Feb 2021

Immutable X
immutable.com

Validium
(by StarkEx)

9,000 NFTs 2% $100M Apr 2021

Optimism
optimism.io

Optimistic rollup 2,000 Arbitrary dApps
(incl. DEXes, swaps, etc.)

7% $450M Jul 2021

zkSync
zksync.io

ZK rollup �PLONK�
Validium �ZkPorter)

2,000
20,000

Payments, NFTs 1% $65M Jun 2020

Overview of L2 platforms (market share and total value locked estimates are courtesy of L2BEAT as of 2022.01.25�.

Note that we focus on platforms from a user perspective, rather than from a developer perspective. We thus chose not to
include StarkNet16 nor the StarkEx engine in the list (though we mention StarkEx as powering dYdX and Immutable X�.
Thanks to these technologies, STARKs dominate In terms of number of transactions, as this graph shows:

Source: The Year in Ethereum 2021 https://stark.mirror.xyz/q3OnsK7mvfGtTQ72nfoxLyEV5lfYOqUfJIoKBx7BG1I.

16 https://starknet.io/.
15 https://coinmarketcap.com/view/scaling/.
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III.1. Arbitrum

Platform overview

Advertised as “The ideal scaling solution for many DeFi apps”, Arbitrum’s protocol Arbitrum One leverages Optimistic rollups
to support arbitrary decentralized applications (dApps), which are listed on its Portal platform17. These include a variety of
trading protocols, DEXes, and other DeFi projects, as well as “play to earn” games, for example. The Arbitrum Nitro
upgrade18 being deployed since fall 2021 introduced a more efficient virtual machine and protocol. For technical details, we
recommend the comprehensive research paper19 from USENIX Security 2018.

Arbitrum’s Portal platform, https://portal.arbitrum.one.

Team and funding

Arbitrum is developed by the company Offchain Labs20, valued at $1.2B after a $20M series A and a $120M series B �Sept.
2021�. Offchain Labs was founded by Princeton blockchain researchers Ed Felten, Steven Goldfeder, and Harry Kalodner,
and is backed by Lightspeed Venture Partners, Coinbase Ventures, Pantera, Polychain Capital, Redpoint Ventures, Alameda
Research, and Mark Cuban.

Assessment

Arbitrum is the undisputed leader among L2 protocols in terms of adoption and universality of applications. With a solid
technical and product team, a large offer of applications and tools, integrations with other ecosystems �Aave, Binance, and
so on), and a good record of security, we believe Arbitrum is likely to remain among the top general-purpose Ethereum L2
protocols.

Arbitrum however needs to improve its reliability, as a single hardware failure in the sequencer prevented transactions to be
processed for several hours21.  Also, not being based on zk-SNARGs, Arbitrum is not the platform of choice for private
payments and computation.

21 https://offchain.medium.com/todays-arbitrum-sequencer-downtime-what-happened-6382a3066fbc.
20 https://offchainlabs.com/.
19 https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/usenixsecurity18/sec18-kalodner.pdf.
18 https://medium.com/offchainlabs/arbitrum-nitro-sneak-preview-44550d9054f5.
17 https://portal.arbitrum.one.
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III.2. Aztec

Platform overview

Unlike many ZK rollup-based platforms, Aztec is actually ZK� transactions hide the sender and recipient identities, the
amount transferred, and the asset type. Such private transactions are similar in spirit to privacy coins such as Zcash or
Monero, but further optimized and flexible, as they are not limited to one specific coin. Aztec developed highly optimized
zk-SNARKs based on the PLONK protocol (invented by Aztec), created the Noir language22 to allow developers to build
general applications, and is working on a zkEVM to deploy such applications in a private fashion.

Aztec's https://zk.money wallet platform.

Team and funding

The Aztec team includes leading researchers in zk-SNARKs, and part of the team that designed PLONK, including former
Zcash researcher Ariel Gabizon. Aztec's series A raised $17M �Dec 2021�, and its investors include Paradigm, ConsenSys,
and Coinbase, among others.

Assessment

Aztec has one of the most solid zk-SNARK technology knowledge and code, and is one of the few L2 protocols to offer real
private transactions. Aztec now needs to demonstrate that its zkEVM and the Noir language can provide both security,
usability, and performance to scale its project to more applications and users.

III.3. dYdX

Platform overview

dYdX is an exchange platform with a professional-level interface and feature set, including derivative and perpetual
contracts, spot and margin trading. dYdX’s uses StarkWare’s StarkEx23 ZK rollup-based L2 scaling technology, which
leverages STARK proofs and StarkWare’s Cairo language24 (to generate STARKs from a high-level language). StarkEx notably
enables low gas fees and pricing oracles interacting with L1.

24 https://eprint.iacr.org/2021/1063.pdf.
23 https://starkware.co/starkex/.
22 https://noir-lang.github.io/book/.
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dYdX trading interface.
Team and funding

Founded by a former Coinbase and Uber engineer, dYdX raised $2�10�10�65M between Dec 2017 and June 2021, from
major investors in the blockchain space (such as a16z, Paradigm, Polychain), as a valuation estimated to $215M. dYdX
closely collaborates with StarkWare, a pioneer in SNARG-based L2 scaling technologies.

Assessment

dYdX is the ZK rollup-based protocol with the greatest market share, is highly optimized for trading a variety of financial
instruments, is based on StarkWare’s solid technology, and received massive support from investors. dYdX saw significant
growth and revenue in 2021, even exceeding Coinbase’s volume25. dYdX is thus very well positioned to retain a significant
share of the activity.

III.4. Immutable X

Platform overview

Immutable X is an NFT market platform that claims to be the “first layer 2 for NFTs on Ethereum”, and on which claims “zero
gas fees” (for minting and peer-to-peer trading, due to ZK rollups dramatically reducing gas cost). Immutable X is built on
StarkWare’s StarkEx scaling solution, specifically the “Volition” architecture, which supports both ZK rollups and validia, with
off-chain data availability committees to store transaction data. Immutable X also created a play-to-earn token, $IMX, and
launched tokens to use in the games Gods Unchained26 and  Guild of Guardians27.

27 https://www.guildofguardians.com/.
26 https://godsunchained.com/.
25 https://www.forbes.com/sites/jeffkauflin/2021/10/15/how-a-19-person-cryptocurrency-exchange-surpassed-coinbase-in-daily-trading-volume/.
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Immutable X’s NFT marketplace https://market.x.immutable.com/.

Team and funding

Immutable X is built by its parent company Immutable, based in Australia. Immutable was originally called Fuel Games,
created as a provider of blockchain infrastructure for video games. After a $2.4M seed in 2018, Immutable raised  $15M in
2019 and A$82M in Sep 2021, counting investors such as BITKRAFT Ventures, Galaxy Interactive, and Prosus Ventures.

Assessment

Immutable X seems well placed to benefit from the likely growth of in-game NFTs economy, boosted by the network’s
scalability and cost efficiency. If the “art” NFT trends continues, and more viable use cases appear, Immutable X will likely be
a key player. This is already noticeable with some partnerships with “NFT studios”. Partnerships with major video game
companies would further assess Immutable X’s role.

III.5. Optimism

Platform overview

Optimism is a general-purpose dApp platform, based on Optimistic rollups to support arbitrary contracts. Optimism is quite
similar to Arbitrum in terms of features and technology, but their ORs slightly differ, notably regarding the dispute resolution
mechanism �Arbitrum’s multi-round protocol appears to be safer than Optimism’s one-round protocol). Also, Optimism uses
WETH whereas Arbitrum has native ETH support.
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Optimism’s applications list https://www.optimism.io/apps/all.

Team and funding

Optimism was built by the team of the non-profit Plasma Group, and includes former Ethereum Foundation’s Karl Floersch.
Optimism secured a $3.5M seed from IDEO CoLab Ventures and Paradigm, followed by a $25M series A with Andreessen
Horowitz in Feb 2021.

Assessment

Optimism is the third L2 platform in terms of market share and TVL, but is five times smaller than its competitor Arbitrum
with respect to these metrics. It remains to be seen whether the two platforms will develop as complementary ecosystems
and further differentiate themselves, or if one of the two �Arbitrum?� will have a quasi-monopoly.

III.6. zkSync

Platform overview

zkSync is a ZK rollup platform that started with a limited support of token transfer (including NFTs), and is evolving with its
2.0 version towards support for a broader class of contracts thanks to a zkEVM. Like Aztec, zkSync uses the PLONK proof
system, and is developing a high-level language �Zinc28) to generate proofs. Unlike Aztec, zkSync does not focus on private
transactions, and plans to release a token.

Team and funding

zkSync is developed by the Matter Labs29 engineering team. It raised $2�6�50M between Sep 2019 and Nov 2021, counting
investors such as Andreessen Horowitz, ConsenSys, and Union Square Ventures.

Assessment

29 https://matter-labs.io/.
28 https://github.com/matter-labs/zinc.
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zkSync is one of the pioneers in ZK rollup, and gained a remarkable TVL, given that it is limited to payment, as opposed to
exchange and dApps platforms. zkSync’s ability to deliver on its ambitious roadmap, and to grow a community of users, will
be key to its success. zkSync also aims to compete with Aztec in terms of private transactions, but at the time Aztec is more
advanced in that area.
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IV. Conclusion

Over the last three years, L2 networks have evolved from experimental ideas to large scale production systems supporting
$billions worth of assets, with some platforms exceeding the volume of popular exchanges such as Coinbase or Kraken.
The benefit for users is clear, and directly translates in financial gains: transfer costs can be more than 50 times cheaper
than on Ethereum’s L1 (see below), and L2 platforms directly offer exchanges, bridges, wallet services, and NFT
marketplaces, which allow users to “live” on L2 ecosystems and benefit from the high tps rate and low gas fees.

Data source: https://l2fees.info/, as of 2021.01.26.

We presented a selection of L2 scaling solutions, but there are many more, and at the time of writing this conclusion, one
of the leading organizations in the space announced its roadmap of ZK rollup-based platforms30.  We are convinced at
Taurus that L2 platforms will play a major role, and work together with Ethereum’s future updates to further support the
growing digital economy. Our research and engineering teams are therefore working to add L2 support to our product line
(more in a separate report).

Besides the technical prowesses, L2 platforms often provide great user interfaces and usability (with the exception of slow
withdrawals to the L1 world, and of occasional downtime). Tools such as wallets and trading interfaces have become much
more approachable, and often hide most of the underlying complexity and protocols. This is the first step towards
seamless use of decentralized applications, and broader adoption of digital assets in other industries, such as the gaming
industry with on-chain in-game assets.

This report focused on scaling solutions that build atop Ethereum, as layer 2 protocols. But some see the future of
decentralized applications in other blockchains and ecosystems, designed to natively scale to thousands of
transactions per second. For example, Algorand, Avalanche, Fantom, Polkadot, or Tezos. How promising are such
platforms? How do they differ from Ethereum-based solutions? To be continued, in our next report.

30 https://blog.polygon.technology/zkverse-polygons-zero-knowledge-strategy-explained/.
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V. Further reading

These are some of the best pieces about Ethereum L2 scaling and rollups:

Buterin, An Incomplete Guide to Rollups.
https://vitalik.ca/general/2021/01/05/rollup.html

DCBuilder, The ultimate guide to L2s on Ethereum.
https://dcbuilder.mirror.xyz/QX_ELJBQBm1Iq45ktPsz8pWLZN1C52DmEtH09boZuo0

Ethereum, Layer 2 Rollups.
https://ethereum.org/en/developers/docs/scaling/layer-2-rollups/

Ethereum, Scaling.
https://ethereum.org/en/developers/docs/scaling/

Finematics, Layer 2 Scaling Explained.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgCgauWVTs0

Gurel, L1 vs L2� Entering The Endgame.
https://members.delphidigital.io/reports/l1-vs-l2-entering-the-endgame/

Konstantopoulos, �Almost) Everything you need to know about Optimistic Rollup.
https://research.paradigm.xyz/rollups

Levy, Kolodny, Validity Proofs vs. Fraud Proofs Strike Back.
https://medium.com/starkware/validity-proofs-vs-fraud-proofs-strike-back-4d0bf90eed15

Polynya, Addressing common rollup misconceptions.
https://polynya.medium.com/addressing-common-rollup-misconceptions-eba9d758707e

Wang, thread on L2 tokenomics.
https://twitter.com/j0hnwang/status/1480600447081758721

Pseudotheos, zkSNARKs vs zkSTARKs: a primer
https://mirror.xyz/pseudotheos.eth/_LAi4cCFz2gaC�3WgNmri1eTvckA32L7v31A8saJvqg

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT
The information and opinions in this article were prepared by Taurus SA �“Taurus”). Taurus or the writer of this article may have significant financial interest in
one or several digital assets. Taurus does not provide individually tailored investment advice. This article has been prepared without regard to the
circumstances and objectives of those who receive it. Taurus recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and
encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial adviser. The appropriateness of an investment or strategy will depend on an investor's circumstances and
objectives. The securities, financial instruments, or strategies discussed in this article may not be suitable for all investors, and certain investors may not be
eligible to purchase or participate in some or all of them. This paper is not an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any digital assets or
to participate in any particular trading strategy. The value of digital assets may vary a lot because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, default
rates, prepayment rates, securities/instruments prices, market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors. Past performance is
not necessarily a guide to future performance. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This article is based on
public information. Taurus makes every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information, but we make no representation that it is accurate or complete. We
have no obligation to tell you when opinions or information in our research change apart from when we intend to discontinue equity research coverage of a
subject company. Taurus may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views in this report. All copyrights are the property
of Taurus. It is strictly forbidden to copy this research in full or in part without the explicit authorization of Taurus.
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